Date: Monday, May 4
Time: 2:15 p.m.
Where: 125 Kildee
Format: 50 multiple-choice questions, each with five answers
Bring: Pencils with erasers
ISU ID number

Test material: Chapters 10-13 in Newman
Lectures from April 1-May 1
Videos shown in class

Some key topics

Chapter 10
Stratification terms, systems, perspectives and patterns
Economic inequality
How corporations make money
The rich, the poor, and the homeless, including Snow & Anderson’s *Down on Their Luck*

Chapter 11
The social construction of race/racial taxonomies
The U.S. racial system
Racism terminology
White privilege/benefits of whiteness
The white-black pay gap
Videos: *True Colors*

Chapter 12
Gender and language
The second shift
The male-female income gap
Video: *The Fairer Sex?*

Chapter 13
Demographic trends
Birth cohorts and generations
Malthusian theory
Demographic transition theory

Campus riots
April 10 lecture

The topics listed under each chapter do not cover every question on the test. Be sure to be familiar with the videos shown in class and with the textbook’s photo essays, research features, micro-macro connections and key terms.